Jumbo
Concentrated heavy duty cleaner &
degreaser

- Rapidly removes machinery soiling including carbon deposits.
- Remove all types of traffic films
- Super concentrated! Dilutes down to suit the application.

Availability: 5L, 25L, 210L, 1000L
Jumbo is a technically blended mixture of chemicals developed to meet the increasing regulatory criteria for heavy
duty plant, machinery, vehicles and premises. Formulated as an intensive cleaner and degreaser for removing
grease, oil, dirt, traffic film, clay, mud, silt etc. from a wide range of heavy industry surfaces. For ease of application,
the product can be brushed or sprayed, or applied by a pressure washer.
Jumbo is water based, non-flammable and can be diluted with up to 600 parts of water, making it very economical
in use and super handy to keep around the site where routine or emergency cleaning operations may be required.
The formulation is designed to dilute instantly and is 100% water soluble. It is equally effective in hot or cold, hard or
soft water.
Jumbo is the ideal water-based replacement for hazardous solvent cleaners and, with its extreme flexibility in
dilution, is capable of replacing a multitude of chemical formulations often required under a conventional cleaning
regime.

Jumbo will remove all types of traffic films collected on highways, will remove clay, mud silt from quarry vehicles and
machinery and iron dust particles from vehicles and machinery in foundries and iron mills.
Other areas of use include – soiled concrete floors, floor wax removal, greasy machinery, ovens, fans, ducting,
general cleaning. Used in the right dilution rates, JUMBO can be used on most surfaces. In the case of glass however,
it should be rinsed off immediately as cleansing and not allowed to dry out.
Directions for use:

A heavy duty cleaner and degreaser for removing grease, oil, dirt, traffic film, clay, mud, silt etc. from machinery,
vehicles, floors etc.
Directions: Brushing application – dilute with up to 80 parts water.
Hand spraying application – dilute with up to 50 parts water.

Pressure wash application – dilute with 50 parts water, then adjust until slight frothing at nozzle.
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